We evaluated a dual-field Stanford technique for total skin electron therapy (TSET) at SSD = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The angles varied off the horizontal axis ±20° for each SSD. These angles can then be used to determine an equation relating optimal angle to SSD. This equation will allow other centers in the future to quickly verify the angle recommended for their SSD in the commissioning process of a TSET program at their center.
Angle Measurement: A detector array placed on the vertical axis ranging from +75 cm to -100 cm at increments of 25 cm from the isocenter was used to measure the dose delivered at these various angles. This diode array is a group of 8 QED skin diodes made by Sun Nuclear. The diode array is connected to a computer giving us the readings from each diode. These measurements are then combined from the ± group to determine the flatness and symmetry of the dose profile. Microsoft excel is used to show the measurements in a graph of each angle. These measurements are then summed to check for flatness and symmetry. The flatness and symmetry percentages are used to quantify the results of each angle measurement at the various SSDs to determine the optimal angle. The optimal angle at 5 m is ±16°. At 4 m the optimal angle is ±18°
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